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Darien

2017-07-13

discover your new favourite fantasy series the city of darien lies at the heart of a dying empire twelve families spoil for a
throne soon to be made vacant by murder or civil war into this fevered hungry city come six strangers an orphan and an
old swordsman a hunter and a pitiless killer a young thief and a cynical chancer as the sun sinks the city will know no
slumber for long dormant passions have awoken fortunes will be won and lost lives will be staked and claimed and a
story long waiting to be told will catch fire in the telling what readers think one of the best fantasy novels i ve read i m
a huge fan of iggulden but this takes it to another level a must read and a very welcome addition to the genre enough
machinations conspiracies and controversies to rival game of thrones if you love david gemmel you will love this darien is
the first book in the empire of salt the epic fantasy series of spellbinding imagination

The Sword Saint

2019-08-08

the epic conclusion to the bestselling empire of salt series from master storyteller conn iggulden a master storyteller
sunday express the news from the north is grim an army is massing under the new king of feal they head towards darien city
of the twelve families demanding allegiance or war tellius speaker to the council knows this divided city will never stand
against such a terrible foe but tellius has a plan he will assemble a band of heroes men and women who once before aided
darien in her time of need they will come if he calls the army approaches the trumpets of war sound a great city holds its
breath and a desperate plan unfolds discover the first two instalments in the thrilling empire of salt series darien and
shiang perfect for fans of bernard cornwell and game of thrones iggulden is in a class of his own daily mirror one of our
finest historical novelists daily express

Shiang

2019-08-27

the second thrilling instalment in the bestselling epic fantasy series the empire of salt must read now iggulden is clearly
having fun pitching his heroes and villains into bloody combat scifinow two ancient cities one final war in shiang the young
king rules without dissent swordsmen stand watch on every corner looking for the first sign of rebellion yet in one swift
move order is overturned the balance of centuries is undone in the sudden spill of blood and in the darkness something
terrible returns to shiang far to the west four shiang masters approach the city walls of darien the sword saint and his
companions have crossed a continent to bring an old man home for punishment and they will not be denied even if the whole
city stands in their way fans of joe abercrombie bernard cornwell and game of thrones will be gripped by this bloodthirsty
adventure a master storyteller sunday express iggulden is in a class of his own daily mirror one of our finest historical
novelists daily express

A Pinch of Salt Rocks an Empire

1985

when gandhiji launched the salt satyagraha in the summer of 1930 the then viceroy lord irwin scoffed at his crazy scheme
of upsetting the government with a pinch of salt yet this was what exactly the dandi march achieved

Darien

2018-08-28

discover your new favourite fantasy series the epic and spellbinding first instalment in empire of salt one of the best
fantasy novels i ve read 5 reader review the city of darien lies at the heart of a dying empire twelve families race for a
throne soon to be made vacant by murder or civil war into this fevered hungry city come six strangers an orphan and an
old swordsman a hunter and a pitiless killer a young thief and a cynical chancer as the sun sinks the city will know no
slumber for long dormant passions have awoken fortunes will be won and lost lives will be staked and claimed and a
story long waiting to be told will catch fire in the telling readers are captivated by empire of salt enough machinations
conspiracies and controversies to rival game of thrones 5 reader review i m a huge fan of iggulden but this takes it to
another level 5 reader review a must read and a very welcome addition to the genre 5 reader review
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The Years of Rice and Salt

2003-06-03

with the same unique vision that brought his now classic mars trilogy to vivid life bestselling author kim stanley
robinson boldly imagines an alternate history of the last seven hundred years in his grandest work yet the acclaimed
storyteller constructs a world vastly different from the one we know a thoughtful magisterial alternate history from
one of science fiction s most important writers the new york times book review it is the fourteenth century and one of the
most apocalyptic events in human history is set to occur the coming of the black death history teaches us that a third of
europe s population was destroyed but what if the plague had killed 99 percent of the population instead how would the
world have changed this is a look at the history that could have been one that stretches across centuries sees dynasties
and nations rise and crumble and spans horrible famine and magnificent innovation through the eyes of soldiers and kings
explorers and philosophers slaves and scholars robinson navigates a world where buddhism and islam are the most
influential and practiced religions while christianity is merely a historical footnote probing the most profound questions
as only he can robinson shines his extraordinary light on the place of religion culture power and even love in this bold new
world exceptional and engrossing new york post ambitious ingenious newsday

The Empress of Salt and Fortune

2020-03-24

winner of the 2020 crawford award winner of the 2021 hugo award a hugo award winning series a 2021 locus award
finalist a 2021 ignyte award finalist a goodreads choice award finalist dangerous subtle unexpected and familiar angry
and ferocious and hopeful the empress of salt and fortune is a remarkable accomplishment of storytelling npr a 2020 ala
booklist top ten sf f debut a book riot must read fantasy of 2020 a paste most anticipated novel of 2020 a library
journal debut of the month a buzzfeed must read fantasy novel of spring 2020 a washington post best sff of the year so
far pick named book riot s best book cover of 2020 named a best of 2020 pick for npr library journal nypl chicago public
library the austen chronicle autostraddle with the heart of an atwood tale and the visuals of a classic asian period
drama nghi vo s the empress of salt and fortune is a tightly and lushly written narrative about empire storytelling and
the anger of women a young royal from the far north is sent south for a political marriage in an empire reminiscent of
imperial china her brothers are dead her armies and their war mammoths long defeated and caged behind their borders alone
and sometimes reviled she must choose her allies carefully rabbit a handmaiden sold by her parents to the palace for the
lack of five baskets of dye befriends the emperor s lonely new wife and gets more than she bargained for at once feminist high
fantasy and an indictment of monarchy this evocative debut follows the rise of the empress in yo who has few resources
and fewer friends she s a northern daughter in a mage made summer exile but she will bend history to her will and bring down
her enemies piece by piece the singing hills cycle the empress of salt and fortune when the tiger came down the mountain into
the riverlands the novellas of the singing hills cycle are linked by the cleric chih but may be read in any order with each
story serving as an entrypoint praise for the empress of salt and fortune an elegant gut punch a puzzle box that unwinds
itself in its own way and in its own time i cannot recommend it highly enough gorgeous cruel perfect i didn t know i needed
to read this until i did seanan mcguire a tale of rebellion and fealty that feels both classic and fresh the empress of salt
and fortune is elegantly told strongly felt and brimming with rich detail an epic in miniature beautifully realised zen cho
nghi vo s gracefully told debut resides in the intimate margins of its beautifully imagined world s history portraying how
the marginalized may yet shape those narratives and harness the power of stories indrapramit das at the publisher s
request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Empire of Wild

2020-07-28

a no 1 international bestseller one of the most anticipated books of the summer for time harper s bazaar bustle and
publishers weekly deftly written gripping and informative empire of wild is a rip roaring read margaret atwood empire of
wild is doing everything i love in a contemporary novel and more it is tough funny beautiful honest and propulsive tommy
orange author of there there dimaline turns an old story into something newly haunting and resonant new york times an
utterly compelling blend of propulsive narrative starkly beautiful writing and passionate near dysfunctional love daily
mail broken hearted joan has been searching for her husband victor for almost a year ever since he went missing on the night
they had their first serious argument one hung over morning in a walmart parking lot in a little town near georgian bay she
is drawn to a revival tent where the local m�tis have been flocking to hear a charismatic preacher by the time she
staggers into the tent the service is over but as she is about to leave she hears an unmistakable voice she turns and there
is victor only he insists he is not victor but the reverend eugene wolff on a mission to bring his people to jesus with only
two allies her johnny cash loving 12 year old nephew zeus and ajean a foul mouthed euchre shark with deep knowledge of
the old m�tis ways joan sets out to remind the reverend wolff of who he really is if he really is victor his life and the life
of everyone she loves depends upon her success
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Salt

2011-09-30

homer called it a divine substance plato described it as especially dear to the gods as mark kurlansky so brilliantly
relates here salt has shaped civilisation from the beginning and its story is a glittering often surprising part of the history
of mankind wars have been fought over salt and while salt taxes secured empires across europe and asia they have also
inspired revolution gandhi s salt march in 1930 began the overthrow of british rule in india from the rural sichuan province
where the last home made soya sauce is produced to the cheshire brine springs that supplied salt around the globe mark
kurlansky has produced a kaleidoscope of world history a multi layered masterpiece that blends political commercial
scientific religious and culinary records into a rich and memorable tale

TOMES OF THE DEAD: EMPIRE OF SALT

2010-04-06

tomes of the dead is a collection of some of the very best eyeball popping gut munching zombie fiction around groaning with
horror and excitement each book will explore the zombie genre in new and thrilling ways join us in these worlds of the dead
and remember to leave your sanity by the door the olivers have a chance to make a new home at salton sea looking
forward to california fun sun and adventure they are unprepared for the ecological devastation they find the sea is
rotting the town of bombay beach is dying and the citizens are like bait waiting to be plucked from their homes by what
comes from the sea beware the coming of the green they say beware the coming of the night

Empire of Silence

2018-07-05

hadrian marlowe a man revered as a hero and despised as a murderer chronicles his tale in the galaxy spanning debut of the
sun eater series merging the best of space opera and epic fantasy it was not his war on the wrong planet at the right time
for the best reasons hadrian marlowe started down a path that could only end in fire the galaxy remembers him as a hero
the man who burned every last alien cielcin from the sky they remember him as a monster the devil who destroyed a sun
casually annihilating four billion human lives even the emperor himself against imperial orders but hadrian was not a hero
he was not a monster he was not even a soldier fleeing his father and a future as a torturer hadrian finds himself stranded
on a strange backwater world forced to fight as a gladiator and navigate the intrigues of a foreign planetary court he
will find himself fighting a war he did not start for an empire he does not love against an enemy he will never understand

Shiang

2019-01-02

the second thrilling instalment in the bestselling epic fantasy series the empire of salt must read now iggulden is clearly
having fun pitching his heroes and villains into bloody combat scifinow two ancient cities one final war in shiang the young
king rules without dissent swordsmen stand watch on every corner looking for the first sign of rebellion yet in one swift
move order is overturned the balance of centuries is undone in the sudden spill of blood and in the darkness something
terrible returns to shiang far to the west four shiang masters approach the city walls of darien the sword saint and his
companions have crossed a continent to bring an old man home for punishment and they will not be denied even if the whole
city stands in their way fans of joe abercrombie bernard cornwell and game of thrones will be gripped by this bloodthirsty
adventure a master storyteller sunday express iggulden is in a class of his own daily mirror one of our finest historical
novelists daily express

Daughter of the Salt King

2021-02-02

2021 foreword indies finalist a girl of the desert and a jinni born long ago by the sea both enslaved to the salt king but
with this capricious magic only one can be set free as a daughter of the salt king emel ought to be among the most
powerful women in the desert instead she and her sisters have less freedom than even her father s slaves for the salt king
uses his own daughters to seduce visiting noblemen into becoming powerful allies by marriage escape from her father s
court seems impossible and emel dreams of a life where she can choose her fate when members of a secret rebellion attack
emel stumbles upon an alluring escape route her father s best kept secret a wish granting jinni saalim but in the land of the
salt king wishes are never what they seem saalim s magic is volatile emel could lose everything with a wish for her freedom
as the rebellion intensifies around her she soon finds herself playing a dangerous game that pits dreams against
responsibility and love against the promise of freedom as she finds herself drawn to the jinni for more than his magic
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captivated by both him and the world he shows her outside her desert village she has to decide if freedom is worth the loss
of her family her home and saalim the only man she s ever loved

Darien

2017-07-27

no marketing blurb

The Book of Salt

2004-06-15

a novel of paris in the 1930s from the eyes of the vietnamese cook employed by gertrude stein and alice b toklas by the
author of the sweetest fruits viewing his famous mesdames and their entourage from the kitchen of their rue de fleurus home
binh observes their domestic entanglements while seeking his own place in the world in a mesmerizing tale of yearning and
betrayal monique truong explores paris from the salons of its artists to the dark nightlife of its outsiders and exiles she
takes us back to binh s youthful servitude in saigon under colonial rule to his life as a galley hand at sea to his brief
fateful encounters in paris with paul robeson and the young ho chi minh winner of the new york public library young lions
fiction award a best book of the year new york times village voice seattle times miami herald san jose mercury news and
others an irresistible scrupulously engineered confection that weaves together history art and human nature a veritable
feast los angeles times a debut novel of pungent sensuousness and intricate inspired imagination a marvelous tale elle
addictive deliciously written both eloquent and original entertainment weekly a mesmerizing narrative voice an insider s
view of a fabled literary household and the slow revelation of heartbreaking secrets contribute to the visceral impact of
this first novel publishers weekly starred review

Shiang

2011-08-29

in shiang the young king rules without dissent mazer swordsmen stand watch on every corner looking for the first sign of
rebellion this city is a place of quiet and slow dignity like a man eating rice with a razor pressed against his throat yet
with one sharp movement order is overturned the balance of centuries is undone in the sudden spill of blood and in the
darkness something terrible returns to shiang far to the west four shiang masters approach the city walls of darien the
sword saint and his companions have crossed a continent to bring an old man home for punishment they will not be denied
even if the whole city stands in their way

Empire of Silver

2020-08-06

the great khan is dead and his vast empire forged through raw courage tactical brilliance and indomitable force hangs in
the balance now with the sons of genghis khan maneuvering for supremacy the very qualities that united the fierce mongol
tribes threaten to tear them apart genghis s tough and canny heir ogedai is on the verge of becoming the new khan
inexplicably ogedai has delayed his coronation to complete a project many deem a folly the building of karakorum a
magnificent city amid the wild plains his decision emboldens his arrogant brother chagatai to violently challenge him
leaving their noble sibling tolui caught between them yet even as they clash the khan s armies extend his reach farther than
ever before into southern china and across the rugged mountains of russia to the vulnerable heart of europe where the
most courageous warriors the west commands await the coming onslaught

The Gates of Athens

2021-01-12

be transported to the epic world of the athenians with conn iggulden s latest legendary tale astonishing convincing and
compelling with ferocious battles that bring the ancient world of greece alive 5 reader review a statesman is born not
made marathon a persian king stands at last on greek soil his immortals have come to raze the cities of the west the
athenians are hopelessly outnumbered the gods are silent all they have is the shield line xanthippus takes a breath if they
cannot stand all greece will fall thermopylae ten years later athens has betrayed its favourite son when the persians
return when they cross the hellespont to take revenge on the greeks will xanthippus come home to save his people athens
cannot stand alone a second time in desperation the city calls on men of sparta to block the pass at thermopylae to give
them time to give them hope featuring two of the most famous battles of the ancient world the gates of athens is a
bravura piece of storytelling about a people driven to preserve their freedom at any cost readers are raving about the
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gates of athens what a brilliantly addictive read 5 reader review this author never fails to deliver 5 reader review
another brilliant historical novel from the master of the craft 5 reader review it s like being on the battlefield 5 reader
review praise for conn iggulden the pace is nail biting and the set dressing magnificent times pacy and packed with action
sunday times one of our finest historical novelists daily express iggulden is in a class of his own when it comes to epic
historical fiction daily mirror

The Salt of the Earth

2016-02-04

the classic pacifist novel by a major polish writer who was nominated for the nobel prize at the beginning of the twentieth
century the villagers of the carpathian mountains lead a simple life much as they have always done among them is piotr a
bandy legged peasant who wants nothing more from life than an official railway cap a cottage and a bride with a dowry
but then the first world war reaches the mountains and piotr is drafted into the army all the weight of imperial authority
is used to mould him into an unthinking fighting machine forced to fight a war he does not understand for interests other
than his own the salt of the earth is a classic war novel and a powerfully pacifist tale about the consequences of war
for ordinary men

Salt to the Sea

2014-10-28

winner of the cilip carnegie medal 2017 it s early 1945 and a group of people trek across germany bound together by their
desperation to reach the ship that can take them away from the war ravaged land four young people each haunted by their
own dark secret narrate their unforgettable stories fans of the book thief or helen dunmore s the siege will be totally
absorbed this inspirational novel is based on a true story from the second world war when the german ship the wilhelm
gustloff was sunk in port in early 1945 it had over 9000 civilian refugees including children on board nearly all were
drowned ruta sepetys acclaimed author of between shades of grey brilliantly imagines their story ruta sepetys is a master
of historical fiction elizabeth wein author of code name verity

Empire of Sin

2019-10-08

from bestselling author gary krist a vibrant and immersive account of new orleans other civil war at a time when
commercialized vice jazz culture and endemic crime defined the battlegrounds of the crescent city empire of sin re creates the
remarkable story of new orleans thirty years war against itself pitting the city s elite better half against its powerful
and long entrenched underworld of vice perversity and crime this early 20th century battle centers on one man tom
anderson the undisputed czar of the city s storyville vice district who fights desperately to keep his empire intact as it
faces onslaughts from all sides surrounding him are the stories of flamboyant prostitutes crusading moral reformers
dissolute jazzmen ruthless mafiosi venal politicians and one extremely violent serial killer all battling for primacy in a
wild and wicked city unlike any other in the world

The Abbot's Tale

2022-03-27

in the year 937 the new king of england a grandson of alfred the great readies himself to go to war in the north his dream
of a united kingdom of all england will stand or fall on one field on the passage of a single day at his side is the priest
dunstan of glastonbury full of ambition and wit perhaps enough to damn his soul his talents will take him from the
villages of wessex to the royal court to the hills of rome from exile to exaltation through dunstan s vision by his
guiding hand england will either come together as one great country or fall back into anarchy and misrule from one of our
finest historical writers the abbott s tale is an intimate portrait of a priest and performer a visionary a traitor and
confessor to kings the man who can change the fate of england

Empire of Glass and Stone

2007-12-18

would you choose love or a throne eighteen year old yakua roca worries more about her family s meager finances than the
emperor who flattens kingdoms on his march toward the border but when stone giants attack her village yakua s
ambitious plan to marry a priest turns against her and she finds herself a peace offering to a man with a reputation for
cruelty yakua must navigate a dangerous betrothal accept her shameful past and stave off the burn of forbidden desire or
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leave everyone she loves in the careless hands of the monster she has to marry for fans of epic fantasies and books like the
red queen the selection and hunger games this tale will immerse you in a gorgeous and unique world with steep mountain
peaks forbidden romance mysterious magic and unforgettable characters author endorsements rich world building mysticism
complex family histories chemistry empire of glass and stone has it all you ll love yakua s intensity and her fierce
transformation jenna evans welch new york times bestselling author of love gelato set in a world the gods long ago
abandoned empire of glass and stone crosses the razor edge of hidden magic political intrigue terrifying customs and a
single chance to make things right yakua roca the unstoppable female lead learns what one will do for power and another
for love a triumphant debut ya fantasy novel a k wilder bestselling author of crown of bones

Edge of Empire

2019-10-08

in this imaginative book maya jasanoff uncovers the extraordinary stories of collectors who lived on the frontiers of the
british empire in india and egypt tracing their exploits to tell an intimate history of imperialism jasanoff delves beneath the
grand narratives of power exploitation and resistance to look at the british empire through the eyes of the people caught
up in it written and researched on four continents edge of empire enters a world where people lived loved mingled and
identified with one another in ways richer and more complex than previous accounts have led us to believe were possible
and as this book demonstrates traces of that world remain tangible and topical today an innovative persuasive and
provocative work of history

The Double Dangerous Book for Boys

2010-03-02

from the 1 new york times bestselling author of the dangerous book for boys comes the long awaited sequel another
action packed adventure guide featuring full color illustrations perfect for dads grads and boys of all ages the double
dangerous book for boys is a treasure trove of the essential activities and skills that have defined generations of
boyhoods from building a treehouse to fishing to finding true north designed with the same nostalgic look and feel as the
first book this companion volume includes more than 70 new chapters and important skills fascinating historical
information and captivating stories including how to pick a padlock making a flying machine tying a windsor knot advice
from fighting men questions about the law chess openings making perfume maps of historic empires british ottoman genghis
persian medes babylonian alexander great speeches forgotten explorers how to wire a plug and make a lamp writing a thank
you letter polishing shoes parents looking to reduce screen time and rediscover the great outdoors can use this book to
fill weekend afternoons and summer days with wonder excitement adventure and fun learn to build go carts and
electromagnets identify insects and spiders and fly the world s best paper airplanes this charming and practical guide
packed with hundreds of full color charts maps diagrams and illustrations will ignite the imagination and stimulate
curiosity and provide grandfathers fathers sons and brothers the opportunity to deepen their bonds conn iggulden has at
last put together a second wonderful collection that is the essence of boyhood

The Burning Land

2018-11-13

the fifth installment of bernard cornwell s new york times bestselling saxon tales chronicling the epic saga of the making
of england like game of thrones but real the observer london the basis for the last kingdom the hit television series at the
end of the ninth century with king alfred of wessex in ill health and his heir still an untested youth it falls to alfred s
reluctant warlord uhtred to outwit and outbattle the invading enemy danes led by the sword of savage warrior harald
bloodhair but the sweetness of uhtred s victory is soured by tragedy forcing him to break with the saxon king joining the
vikings allied with his old friend ragnar and his old foe haesten uhtred devises a strategy to invade and conquer wessex
itself but fate has very different plans bernard cornwell s the burning land is an irresistible new chapter in his epic story of
the birth of england and the legendary king who made it possible

Empire of Sand

2011-12-27

named one of time s top 100 fantasy books of all time a nobleman s daughter with magic in her blood an empire built on the
dreams of enslaved gods empire of sand is tasha suri s lush dazzling mughal india inspired debut fantasy the amrithi are
outcasts nomads descended of desert spirits they are coveted and persecuted throughout the ambhan empire for the power
in their blood mehr is the illegitimate daughter of an imperial governor and an exiled amrithi mother she can barely remember
but whose face and magic she has inherited when mehr s power comes to the attention of the emperor s most feared mystics
she must use every ounce of will subtlety and power she possesses to resist their cruel agenda and should she fail the
gods themselves may awaken seeking vengeance an ode to the quiet fierce strength of women pure wonder samantha shannon
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new york times bestselling author of the priory of the orange tree stunning and enthralling s a chakraborty usa today
bestselling author of the city of brass a darkly intricate devastating and utterly original story r f kuang award winning
author of the the poppy war by tasha suri the books of ambha duology empire of sand realm of ash the burning kingdoms
trilogy the jasmine throne

Conqueror

1988

for lovers of thrilling adventure and grand history the bestselling co author of the 1 new york times bestseller the
dangerous book for boys has written a magnificent novel with a hero for the ages the legendary visionary conqueror
kublai khan a succession of ruthless men have seized power in the wake of genghis khan s death all descendants of the great
leader but none with his indomitable character one grandson guyuk strains the loyalties of the tribes to the breaking point
and another mongke brutally eliminates the opposition and dispatches his younger brothers kublai and hulegu to far flung
territories hulegu displays his barbarity with the savage destruction of baghdad and his clash with the khan s age old
enemies the cult of assassins but it is kublai refined and scholarly always considered too thoughtful to take power who
will devise new ways of warfare and conquest as he builds the dream city of xanadu and pursues the ultimate prize the
ancient empire of sung china his gifts will serve him well when an epic civil war breaks out among brothers the outcome of
which will literally change the world bonus this edition includes an excerpt from conn iggulden s the blood of gods
conqueror is as real as military fiction gets conn iggulden s story of one of history s most ferocious and brilliant
warriors is full of lessons for our warfighters today gunnery sergeant jack coughlin usmc ret new york times bestselling
author of shooter and kill zone a sniper novel a rollicking dangerous and often very gory gallop through the largest
land empire the world has ever known sunday express u k a thrilling journey rippingly told iggulden s most satisfying to
date the daily telegraph u k

Cities of Salt

2009-03-06

spell binding evocation of bedouin life in the 1930s when oil is discovered by americans in an unnamed persian gulf kingdom

Blackwater

2012-03-27

a dark chilling psychological thriller from the number one bestselling author of the emperor series blackwater was
published as part of the quick reads initiative on world book day 2006

Empire of Shadows

2018-04-03

george black rediscovers the history and lore of one of the planet s most magnificent landscapes read empire of shadows
and you ll never think of our first in many ways our greatest national park in the same way again hampton sides author of
blood and thunder empire of shadows is the epic story of the conquest of yellowstone a landscape uninhabited inaccessible
and shrouded in myth in the aftermath of the civil war in a radical reinterpretation of the nineteenth century west george
black casts yellowstone s creation as the culmination of three interwoven strands of history the passion for
exploration the violence of the indian wars and the civilizing of the frontier and charts its course through the lives of
those who sought to lay bare its mysteries lt gustavus cheyney doane a gifted but tormented cavalryman known as the
man who invented wonderland the ambitious former vigilante leader nathaniel langford scientist ferdinand hayden who
brought photographer william henry jackson and painter thomas moran to yellowstone and gen phil sheridan civil war hero
and architect of the indian wars who finally succeeded in having the new national park placed under the protection of the
us cavalry george black1s empire of shadows is a groundbreaking historical account of the origins of america1s majestic
national landmark

The Dangerous Book for Boys

2015-01-27

the bestselling book more than 1 5 million copies sold for every boy from eight to eighty covering essential boyhood skills
such as building tree houses learning how to fish finding true north and even answering the age old question of what the
big deal with girls is now a prime original series created by bryan cranston breaking bad and greg mottola superbad in this
digital age there is still a place for knots skimming stones and stories of incredible courage this book recaptures sunday
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afternoons stimulates curiosity and makes for great father son activities the brothers conn and hal have put together a
wonderful collection of all things that make being young or young at heart fun building go carts and electromagnets
identifying insects and spiders and flying the world s best paper airplanes skills covered include the greatest paper airplane
in the world the seven wonders of the ancient world the five knots every boy should know stickball slingshots fossils
building a treehouse making a bow and arrow fishing revised with us fish timers and tripwires baseball s most valuable
players famous battles including lexington and concord the alamo and gettysburg spies codes and ciphers making a go cart
navajo code talkers dictionary girls cloud formations the states of the u s mountains of the u s navigation the
declaration of independence skimming stones making a periscope the ten commandments common us trees timeline of american
history

The Salt Roads

2011-03-01

from the sfwa grand master a sexy disturbing touching wildly comic tour de force that blends fantasy women s history
and slavery kirkus reviews starred review in 1804 shortly before the caribbean island of saint domingue is renamed haiti a
group of women gather to bury a stillborn baby led by a lesbian healer and midwife named mer the women s lamentations
inadvertently release the dead infant s unused vitality to draw ezili the afro caribbean goddess of sexual desire and love
into the physical world as ezili explores her newfound powers she travels across time and space to inhabit the midwife s
body as well as those of jeanne a mixed race dancer and the mistress of charles baudelaire living in 1880s paris and meritet
an enslaved greek nubian prostitute in ancient alexandria bound together by ezili and the salt road of their sweat blood
and tears the three women struggle against a hostile world unaware of the goddess s presence in their lives despite her
magic mer suffers as a slave on a sugar plantation until ezili plants the seeds of uprising in her mind jeanne slowly
succumbs to the ravages of age and syphilis when her lover is unable to escape his mother s control and meritet inspired by
ezili flees her enslavement and makes a pilgrimage to egypt where she becomes known as saint mary with unapologetically
sensual prose nalo hopkinson the nebula award winning author of midnight robber explores slavery through the lives of
three historical women touched by a goddess in this electrifying bravura performance by one of our most important
writers junot d�az

The Cloud Roads

2004-03-02

moon has spent his life hiding what he is a shape shifter able to transform himself into a winged creature of flight an orphan
with only vague memories of his own kind moon tries to fit in among the tribes of his river valley with mixed success just as
moon is once again cast out by his adopted tribe he discovers a shape shifter like himself someone who seems to know
exactly what he is who promises that moon will be welcomed into his community what this stranger doesn t tell moon is
that his presence will tip the balance of power that his extraordinary lineage is crucial to the colony s survival and
that his people face extinction at the hands of the dreaded fell now moon must overcome a lifetime of conditioning in order
to save and himself and his newfound kin

Emperor: The Death of Kings

2011-09-30

from the author of the bestselling the dangerous book for boys brilliant stunning raved the los angeles times about conn
iggulden s first novel emperor the gates of rome iggulden is a grand storyteller declared usa today now iggulden returns
to the landscape of ancient rome and the life of julius caesar in a new novel filled with all the sumptuous storytelling
that distinguished his first book sweeping from the windswept pirate ruled seas to the stifling heat of the roman senate
iggulden takes us further down the path to glory as julius caesar comes into his own as a man warrior senator husband
leader in a sweltering sparsely settled region of north africa a band of disheveled soldiers turn their eyes toward one man
among them ragged dirty and half starved the men will follow their leader into the mad glorious fight for honor and
revenge that only he wants to fight their leader is named julius caesar the soldiers are roman legionaries and their quarry
is a band of pirates who made the mistake of seizing julius caesar and holding him for ransom now to get his revenge caesar
will turn peasants into soldiers building a shipborne fighting force that will not only decimate a pirate fleet but will
dominate the mediterranean earning him the coveted title military tribune of rome while caesar builds a legend far from rome
his friend gaius brutus is fighting battles of another sort rising to power in the wake of the shocking assassination of a
dictator once brutus and caesar were as close as brothers both devoted to the same ideals and attracted to the same
forbidden woman now when caesar returns with the winds of glory at his back they will find themselves at odds for each
has built an army of elite warriors caesar s forged in far flung battles brutus from rome s political killing fields but in an
era when men die for their treachery and their allegiances the two men will soon be united by a shock wave from the north
there a gladiator named spartacus is gathering strength building an army of seventy thousand desperate slaves to fight a
cataclysmic battle against rome itself filled with unforgettable images from the death throes of a king to the birth of
caesar s child from the bloody battlefields of greece to the silent passion of lovers emperor the death of kings is an
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astounding work a stunning blend of vibrant history and thrilling fiction

The Basque History Of The World

2015-02-24

the basques are europe s oldest people their origins a mystery their language related to no other on earth and even though
few in population and from a remote and rugged corner of spain and france they have had a profound impact on the world
whilst inward looking preserving their ancient language and customs the basques also struck out for new horizons
pioneers of whaling and cod fishing leading the way in exploration of the americas and asia were among the first
capitalists and later led southern europe s industrial revolution mark kurlansky the author of the acclaimed cod blends
human stories with economic political literary and culinary history to paint a fascinating picture of an intriguing people

The Meat Racket

2012-02-02

in the meat racket investigative reporter christopher leonard delivers the first ever account of how a handful of
companies have seized the nation s meat supply he shows how they built a system that puts farmers on the edge of
bankruptcy charges high prices to consumers and returns the industry to the shape it had in the 1900s before the meat
monopolists were broken up at the dawn of the 21st century the greatest capitalist country in the world has an
oligarchy controlling much of the food we eat and a high tech sharecropping system to make that possible these companies
are even able to raise meat prices for consumers while pushing down the price they pay to farmers we know that it takes big
companies to bring meat to the american table what the meat racket shows is that this industrial system is rigged against
all of us publisher information

Quantum of Tweed: The Man with the Nissan Micra

2021-05-13

an exclusive short story for world book day from one of our bestselling authors this brilliant comic thriller will have
you on the edge of your seat

Protector

2018-11-03

experience the epic blood feuds of ancient greece with master storyteller conn iggulden vivid atmospheric gritty you ll
believe you re on the battlefield fighting for your life 5 reader review an epic piece of historical fiction full of political
intrigue and vivid action robert fabbri iggulden doesn t just describe the ancient world he takes you there 5 reader review
two legendary battles one fearless warrior themistocles stands as the battle scarred leader of athens yet he is no
nobleman the elite distrust him but those conspiring against him cannot argue with his victories on the battlefield or the
vast persian army that is coming and so themistocles must fight fight the invaders fight the allies who despise him fight to
save his city as the persians draw close he must prove himself again and again in battle to live or die for athens brings war
in the ancient world to vivid gritty and bloody life i m blown away protector stand alongside the best of mary renault
an epic with the learning of the classics anthony riches readers are raving about protector iggulden s achievement is to
tell the story of the conflict on a human scale without losing sight of the huge historical and cultural forces at play
educational and entertaining protector is a compelling read 5 reader review iggulden has outdone himself on the tension
and suspense he has created with these characters and this story 5 reader review as soon as you see the name conn
iggulden you know you re in for a treat always i can t tell you how much i enjoy conn iggulden s writing 5 reader review

Empire of Guns

winner of the jerry bentley prize in world history american historical association award winning historian priya satia
presents a new history of the industrial revolution that positions war and the gun trade squarely at the heart of the
rapid growth of technology and britain s imperial expansion satia s thorough examination advances a radical new
understanding of the historical roots of the violent partnership between the government military and the economy sweeping
in its scope and entirely original in its approach empire of guns illuminates britain s emergence as a global superpower in a
clear and novel light reviews of empire of guns a fascinating study of the centrality of militarism in 18th century british
life and how imperial expansion and arms went hand in hand this book is a triumph guardian a fascinating and important
glimpse into how violence fueled the industrial revolution priya satia s book stuns with deep scholarship and sparkling
prose siddhartha mukherjee pulitzer prize winning author of the emperor of all maladies fascinating new york times a strong
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narrative bolstered by excellent archival research tremendous scholarship booklist boldly uncovers a history of modern
violence and its central role in political economic and technological progress as unsettling as it is bracing pankaj mishra
author of age of anger a solid contribution to the history of technology and commerce with broad implications for the
present kirkus
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